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Guillaume Maraud
Abolish this time / Interrupt these places - Chronopolitics I (04.19 – 05.24.2019)
April 19 - May 24, 2019

From January 30 to January 31, 2016
From August 17 to September 14, 2016
From June 2 to July 8, 2017
From September 8 to September 30, 2017
From October 6 to November 18, 2017
From December 1, 2017 to January 12, 2018
From December 7 to December 10, 2017
From January 26 to March 24, 2018
From April 12 to May 19, 2018
From May 25 to July 14, 2018
From July 22 to August 18, 2018
From September 20 to October 27, 2018
From October 12 to October 14, 2018
From November 16 to December 22, 2018
From February 9 to March 23, 2019
From April 19 to May 24, 2019

According to data pulled from popular exhibition announcement apps and online art guides to Western 
art centers, Guillaume Maraud’s first solo exhibition in the United States opens on the same week as 
22 gallery exhibitions in Los Angeles, 37 gallery exhibitions in New York, 65 gallery exhibitions in 
Berlin, 22 gallery exhibitions in London, and 10 gallery exhibitions in Paris. This month, 82 movies 
and television series will be released on Netflix, 63 movies and television series will be released on 
Amazon Prime Video and 46 movies will be released in major theaters across the United States.

A mirrored listing of upcoming projects at Édouard Montassut (Paris), Forde (Geneva), and Shore 
(Vienna) where Maraud exhibited previously, in which he will not be participating, can be found at 
the entrance of the space.

An X shape marks Bel Ami’s central wall, reassembling posters for spring exhibition programs 
at various museums in Paris, the city where the artist lives: Fondation Louis Vuitton, Centre 
Pompidou, Musée d’Art Moderne de la Ville de Paris, Musée d’Orsay, Musée du quai Branly, Grand 
Palais etc. Printed on aluminum, the original posters are cropped to convey brackets of time and 
incidentally, some of the financial supporters of these programs. A video work entitled Preview #2, 
2019, comprises a sampling of trailers for recently or soon to be released television series, movies 
and video games, edited down to their release dates and most spastic frames. While the sensorial 
overload addresses the capitalization of our attention in the digital era, the grouping’s format also 
contends with the interventions of conceptual artists who reveal structural apparatuses as a mode of 

Hanna Hur
Signal at the Wheel, Hover at the Gate
June 7 – July 20, 2019 
 

Making chainmaille is a laborious, yet meditative process. Hanna Hur crafts individual copper loops and weaves them into chainmaille 
using just two sets of pliers and a metal dowel. The result is a malleable grid, a net that changes shape according to the demands of 
gravity. Adjusting one ring causes the entire structure to move. The field expands as Hur adds rings to the chainmaille mesh; some works 
have been growing for five years or more. Two overlapping chainmaille grids on the floor form The Gate iii (2014-19). The top layer of 
chainmaille molds itself around a clay ball nestled in between the two matrices. A work entitled, Mother iii (2017-19), consists of eight 
single strands of copper chainmaille lining the inner corner seams of the gallery walls. The artist indicates that the body of a spider 
connected to these eight “legs” hovers above the gallery ceiling in another dimension, immaterial and unseen. 
 
Through sculpting, painting and drawing, Hanna Hur delineates planes of existence where the unexpected may occur. Locating the grid as 
a site for contending with both materiality and belief, she charts a liminal territory to make way for startling signals and vibrations arriving 
from unpredictable sources.

The chainmaille sculptures, an integral part of Hur’s practice since 2012, provide a driving logic for the wall works. Applying colored 
pencil to paper, silk and cotton, Hur relentlessly generates grids inscribed with circular portals, wheels and spheres. The slow and 
repetitive mode of drawing geometric forms enables Hur to enter into a more a receptive state of mind, opening channels for other 
imagery to come to the surface. 
 
The compositions are at once protective boundaries and inviting through spaces to another realm. In Hur’s largest painting entitled The 
Gate ii (2019), a rectangular configuration of white and turquoise circles resembles a hallway or doorway, but the molecular forms 
occupying every corner of the raw canvas remind one that space is never empty. In other works, plant-like shapes and otherworldly beings 
emerge and insert themselves into the field of vision. The messages they carry may be lighthearted or loaded; we are not given complete 
narratives. Each work has a personal and ritualistic function for the artist, though Hur’s wider endeavor is to convey what happens when 
the unseen makes itself known.
 
In her own rituals, Hur uses certain pieces again and again to glean notes from beyond the veil. At Bel Ami she has installed paintings of 
the same scale opposite one another, casting an axis of an invisible grid for a private ceremony before the exhibition’s opening. In this 
blessing, Hur designates and then opens a gate for spirits to enter. The doorway to an alternate world now ajar, a wide range of visitors to 
the gallery may commingle.
 
Hur arrives at her current methodology through a long-term engagement with shamanistic practices from disparate cultures. More recently 
Korean shamanism has opened pathways. When Hur traveled to Seoul in January 2019 to meet with a shaman, or mudang, she was struck 
by the ancient religion’s thorough integration into modern society. Hur greeted a well-known mudang at her high-rise apartment, and later 
traveled to the mountains with two other guides to engage in what would be a seven-hour ritual, or gut, to appease her ancestors. 
 
The majority of the work for this exhibition precipitates from Hur’s discoveries in Korea. The painting, The Wheel (2019), most explic-
itly visualizes gut. In a translucent celadon room, four empyrean figures hover around a wheel-like form as they commune with troubled 
ancestors. Hur began this painting before the planned ritual as a way to predict and heighten the experience; she completed the work after 
returning to the United States. In the process, the imagery and the painting itself became part of the ritual. For Hur, each work is a site for 
communion and shared transmissions with the spirit world. Her enactment of pattern on a plane suggests a wider horizon, making space 
for meanings and beings that remain yet to come.

Signal at the Wheel, Hover at the Gate is Hanna Hur’s first solo exhibition at Bel Ami. 

Hanna Hur (b. 1985, Toronto) lives and works in Los Angeles. She recently received her MFA from the University of California Los 
Angeles. She holds a BFA from Concordia University, Montreal. Recent exhibitions include Four Pillars, L’INCONNUE, Montreal 
(2018); Cupping the Counter, Motel Gallery, New York (2018); undressing a clam, Visitor Welcome Center, Los Angeles (2017); Chance, 
on the edge of a line, The Sunroom, Richmond (2017); Trapdoor (with Michael Kennedy Costa), 67 Steps, Los Angeles (2017); and The 
fraud that goes under the name of love, Audain Gallery at Simon Fraser University, Vancouver (2016). Hur will participate in forthcoming 
exhibitions at Heiwata, Mexico City, and Franz Kaka, Toronto.

Rosalind Nashashibi, Diane Severin Nguyen, D’Ette Nogle, Miljohn Ruperto
A story forms
October 11 – November 23, 2019

“They talked, as human beings do, about what they didn’t know.”1  

In Ursula K. Le Guin’s The Shobies’ Story, which inspires Rosalind Nashashibi’s most recent film, a crew of ten volunteers from four different 
cultures board a ship to test a new faster-than-light form of space travel. As the Shoby leaps through time and space, communication disintegrates. 
The perceptions of the crew vary wildly, destroying their capacity to operate the ship, or even look out for one another’s safety. In a desperate 
reenactment of ancient tradition, the Shobies gather around an artificial fire to collectively recount their experience, leaving out or resolving 
contradictions until the narratives cohere. They are then able to return home and report their agreed-upon account to a team of scientists. Le Guin’s 
story suggests that telling tales, though chancy and unreliable, is still the most effective means of constructing a shared reality. 

This exhibition explores both the impulse to tell stories, and the risk. Narratives, inscribed with unspoken desires and hidden fears, often reduce 
reality’s complexity for the sake of coherence, setting off reverberations which all too frequently result in racial, ethnic, gender, or class misreadings. 
As semiotician and film scholar Teresa de Lauretis once wrote, “much is at stake in narrative, in a poetics of narrative. Our suspicion is more than 
justified, but so is our attraction.”2 In this exhibition, four artists, Rosalind Nashashibi, Diane Severin Nguyen, D’Ette Nogle, and Miljohn Ruperto, 
open up our capacity to read objects, images, gestures and situations, while raising our awareness of the danger of the very human tendency to 
compel them into linear narratives. 

Diane Severin Nguyen’s photographs of visceral sculptural contortions are rich with visual data, yet they conceal her exact methods and source 
materials. Her photos displaying tactile combinations of unknown substances are most likely a product of deliberate staging, editing, printing and 
framing. Although we can’t assume that the sumptuous images are representations of what Roland Barthes refers to as photography’s noeme or 
“that-has-been,” there’s just enough plausibility in Nguyen’s photographs to imply that they might link to something we can know, feel and touch. 
They are suggestive of trauma, but perhaps only as an idea or visual device. In World Suck (2018) one may observe a translucent tube exuding a 
heavy teardrop of rubbery liquid, surrounded by glowing orange mass of what appears to be a crumpled film of melting plastic. Is this happening on 
the “inside” or the “outside?” Is it on fire? Is it bleeding? Should we be alarmed? As Rachel Ossip suggests in her writing on the work of Hito Steyerl, 
“Images also make worlds.”3 Nguyen toys with our desire to make stories out of images. By keeping her cards close to the chest, she slyly directs 
attention away from the artist, and the process, and trains our focus on the evocative viewing experience.

Likewise, Miljohn Ruperto’s short film, The Elusive Nardong Putik (2019), resists the clichéd path to linear narrative in the genre of historical 
biography. Ruperto playing film director, interviewer, and reluctant subject, constructs a fictionalized portrait of Filipino gangster Leonardo Manicio, 
better known as Nardong Putik (b. 1925- d.1971). This legendary defender-of-farmers gained his nickname, meaning “mud,” by submerging himself 
in rice paddies to escape his pursuers. Putik attributed several narrow escapes to his life-preserving amulet, or anting-anting. Though the life story of 
this anti-hero has been made into two films, Ruperto insists on the impossibility of reconstructing a person’s life in a single narrative, or even more 
than one. Shot on Super 8 film, the camera holds on the back of a man’s head and shoulders as he walks down a dirt road. The clip is looped; he 
seems to make no progress. He never turns his head to reveal his face. The voiceover is an interview between the incarcerated Putik and an unknown 
visitor to his cell. Putik refuses to explain himself to the unseen interviewer, though his glib answers belie a certain willingness to be remembered; the 
subject is merely resisting what Louis Althusser would call interpolation into an apparatus. Ruperto’s film reminds us that revisionist history requires 
more than an overlay of updated versions in existing formats. Instead of a new Hollywood biopic, Ruperto’s depiction of Putik enables his 
fragmentary and fictionalized history to haunt us. 

D’Ette Nogle’s new work for this exhibition, Smart Casual (2019), explores the storytelling of current events. Attending to her role as a reader and a 
watcher, Nogle assembles a story of the Hong Kong protests, escalating since the introduction of the Fugitive Offenders Amendment Bill in March 
2019. Using a video accompanied by two mannequins, she moves in and out of her understanding of a cause and its urgency while questioning the 
legitimacy of her artist-investment. With recognition of the distance between herself and the Hong Kong protesters, Nogle presents the challenge of 
venturing into the telling of a story shouted out in many voices. 

For filmmaker and painter Rosalind Nashashibi, any collectively-told story requires a degree of flexibility and license. The Shobies’ Story by Ursula 
K. Le Guin prompted her most recent two-part film featuring the artist, her two children and close friends. Nashashibi adopts a non-linear narrative, 
alternating between domestic interiors and outdoor settings in Lithuania, London and Edinburgh. The film, motivated by Nashashibi’s desire to spend 
more time with her children, becomes an experiment in imagining forms of community beyond the nuclear family. Nashashibi’s cohort are willing 
players in this story of casual vacation retreats loosely re-envisioned as an excursion through interstellar space. In Part One, entitled Where there is 
a joyous mood, there a comrade will appear to share a glass of wine (2018), scenes based on moments in Le Guin’s story are spliced in amongst a 
scattered discussion about time travel and love. Staged scenes are almost indistinguishable from unplanned occurrences, together creating the film’s 
unique rhythm. It’s both calm and a little chaotic. In the making of Part Two, entitled The moon is nearly at the full. A team horse goes astray (2019), 
one guest becomes unexpectedly ill and an ambulance is called; Nashashibi includes this disturbance in the film. While Nashashibi claims a position 
of authority as the film director, her empathy for her cast and crew of close relations is palpable as she plays roles on both sides of the camera. This 
extended family of actors mirrors the vulnerability of the crew aboard the Shoby, especially when the eldest player (unnamed) is observed to be 
silently crying. Death is proximal, perhaps due to the fragmentary nature of the film, and the temporality of a brief seaside vacation during changing 
seasons. Like in The Shobies’ Story, a crew sets out seeking a new model for co-habitation, and ends up with an ancient yet prosaic one. 
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from unpredictable sources.

The chainmaille sculptures, an integral part of Hur’s practice since 2012, provide a driving logic for the wall works. Applying colored 
pencil to paper, silk and cotton, Hur relentlessly generates grids inscribed with circular portals, wheels and spheres. The slow and 
repetitive mode of drawing geometric forms enables Hur to enter into a more a receptive state of mind, opening channels for other 
imagery to come to the surface. 
 
The compositions are at once protective boundaries and inviting through spaces to another realm. In Hur’s largest painting entitled The 
Gate ii (2019), a rectangular configuration of white and turquoise circles resembles a hallway or doorway, but the molecular forms 
occupying every corner of the raw canvas remind one that space is never empty. In other works, plant-like shapes and otherworldly beings 
emerge and insert themselves into the field of vision. The messages they carry may be lighthearted or loaded; we are not given complete 
narratives. Each work has a personal and ritualistic function for the artist, though Hur’s wider endeavor is to convey what happens when 
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In her own rituals, Hur uses certain pieces again and again to glean notes from beyond the veil. At Bel Ami she has installed paintings of 
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blessing, Hur designates and then opens a gate for spirits to enter. The doorway to an alternate world now ajar, a wide range of visitors to 
the gallery may commingle.
 
Hur arrives at her current methodology through a long-term engagement with shamanistic practices from disparate cultures. More recently 
Korean shamanism has opened pathways. When Hur traveled to Seoul in January 2019 to meet with a shaman, or mudang, she was struck 
by the ancient religion’s thorough integration into modern society. Hur greeted a well-known mudang at her high-rise apartment, and later 
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Signal at the Wheel, Hover at the Gate is Hanna Hur’s first solo exhibition at Bel Ami. 

Hanna Hur (b. 1985, Toronto) lives and works in Los Angeles. She recently received her MFA from the University of California Los 
Angeles. She holds a BFA from Concordia University, Montreal. Recent exhibitions include Four Pillars, L’INCONNUE, Montreal 
(2018); Cupping the Counter, Motel Gallery, New York (2018); undressing a clam, Visitor Welcome Center, Los Angeles (2017); Chance, 
on the edge of a line, The Sunroom, Richmond (2017); Trapdoor (with Michael Kennedy Costa), 67 Steps, Los Angeles (2017); and The 
fraud that goes under the name of love, Audain Gallery at Simon Fraser University, Vancouver (2016). Hur will participate in forthcoming 
exhibitions at Heiwata, Mexico City, and Franz Kaka, Toronto.

Rosalind Nashashibi (b. 1973, Croydon, London) lives and works in London. She studied at Sheffield Hallam University and Glasgow School of Art. 
Solo exhibitions include: GRIMM, Amsterdam (2020) (forthcoming); S.M.A.K., Ghent (2019) (forthcoming); The High Line, New York, NY (2019); 
CAAC, Sevilla (2019); Edinburgh Art Festival, Scottish National Gallery of Modern Art, Modern One, Edinburgh (2019); Secession, Vienna (2019); 
GRIMM New York, NY (US) (2019); Foksal Gallery Foundation, Warsaw (2018); Witte de With Center for Contemporary Art, Rotterdam (2018); 
The Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL (2018); Introduction, PM8 Galería, Vigo (2018); Murray Guy, New York, NY (2016); Imperial War Muse-
um, London (2015); and Objectif Exhibitions, Antwerp, Netherlands (2013). Selected group exhibitions include: Cinéma du Réel, Centre Pompidou 
and Forum des Images, Paris (2019); Annunciations, M. LeBlanc, Chicago, IL (2018); Inky Protest, Peacock Visual Arts & Nuart Gallery, Aberdeen 
(2018); Turner Prize, Tate Britain, London (2017); Being Infrastructural, Mother’s Tank Station, Dublin (2017); Documenta 14, Kassel (2017); I 
Call This Progress to a Halt, Los Angeles Contemporary Exhibitions, Los Angeles, CA (2017); Ghost of Other Stories, British Council Collection at 
The Model, Sligo (2016); Corps Simples, Centre Pompidou, Malaga (2015); Sudoku, Kunstverein München, Munich (2015); A Million Lines, Baltic 
Triennial, Bunkier Sztuki, Krakow, Poland (2015); and Ten Thousand Wiles and a Hundred Thousand Tricks, Contemporary Image Collective, Cairo 
(2014).

Diane Severin Nguyen (b. 1990, Carson, CA) lives and works between Los Angeles and New York. She received her MFA from Bard College, 
Annandale-On-Hudson, NY in 2019, and holds a BA from Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA (2013). Selected exhibitions include 
Empty Gallery, Hong Kong (2019) (forthcoming); A Fickle Aggregate, Chen’s World, Brooklyn, NY (2019); Dead Slow, Exo Exo, Paris, FR (2019); 
Minor twin worlds, Bureau, New York, NY (2019); and Flesh Before Body, Bad Reputation, Los Angeles, CA (2019). Her work has been reviewed in 
Objektiv, CURA, X-TRA, Hyperallergic, and AnOther Magazine.

D’Ette Nogle (b. 1974, La Mirada, CA) lives and works in Los Angeles. She received her MFA from the University of California, Los Angeles, CA 
(2000) and holds a BA in communications from Chapman University, Orange, CA (1997). Recent solo exhibitions include Hannah Hoffman, Los 
Angeles, CA (2019); Bodega, New York, NY (2019); Reserve Ames, Los Angeles, CA (2016). Recent group shows include Gallery Share hosted by 
Hannah Hoffman, Kristina Kite Gallery, and Park View, Los Angeles, CA; Hurts to Laugh, Various Small Fires, Los Angeles, CA (2018); A Change 
of Heart, Hannah Hoffman, Los Angeles, CA (2017); EGG, Essex Street, New York, NY (2015). Her work has been featured in Made in L.A. at The 
Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, CA (2012) and Sonsbeek 9, Arnhem (2001).

Miljohn Ruperto (b. 1971, Manila) lives and works in Los Angeles. He received his MFA from Yale University, New Haven, CT in 2002 and his BA 
in studio art from University of California, Berkeley, CA in 1999. Ruperto has exhibited his work internationally at numerous venues, including: 
Geomancies, REDCAT Gallery, Los Angeles, CA (2017); What We Know that We Don’t Know, Kadist, San Francisco, CA (2017); Afterwork, ILHAM 
Gallery, Kuala Lumpur (2016–17) and Para-Site, Hong Kong (2016); Nervous Systems, Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin (2016); 2014 Whitney 
Biennial, Whitney Museum of American Art, New York (2014); Made in L.A., Hammer Museum, Los Angeles, CA (2012). Ruperto is represented by 
Koenig & Clinton, Brooklyn, NY. 
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